Abstract-This paper presents a new approach to group signature schemes. The advantage of this approach is that it provides a concurrent join and fast revocation to group members. Using this method, Based on the famous BLS signature scheme from bilinear pairings, we put forward a new group signature scheme. Due to the simple constructive method and the sound properties of bilinear pairings, it is shown that our scheme is very efficient. The proposed scheme is dynamic and has the advantages of short signature length. We analyze our scheme using the formal security notion of a dynamic group signature scheme and show that it satisfies the security properties of correctness, anonymity, traceability and Non-frameability.
I. INTRODUCTION
A group signature scheme, primitively proposed by Chaum and van Heyst [1] , allows a group member of a given group to anonymously sign messages on behalf of the group and can be only opened by the group manager. Participants in a group signature scheme are a set of group members and a group manager. The roles of the group manager is to register new users by issuing membership certificates and revoke the anonymity by opening the signature in case of a later dispute. In some schemes the functions of the group manager can be split between two managers: an issuer and an Opener. This is a desirable property that allows distribution of trust.
Group signatures have many practical applications in which user anonymity is required such as anonymous credential systems [2] , identity escrow [3] , voting and bidding [4] , and electronic cash systems. In early group signature schemes [1, 5, 6] , the size of the group public key and the signature grew with the size of the group and so these schemes are impractical for large groups. Schemes with fixed size of group public key and signature length have been presented in [2, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
We note that many group signature schemes are constructed by making use of two different ordinary signatures. One is used to generate membership certificates as part of the Join protocol and the other one, which is in fact a non-interactive version of zeroknowledge protocol, is used in the group signature generation algorithm. Consequently, the join of group members and the generation and verification of group signatures are very complicated. There are some efficient group signature schemes, such as [4] , [9] and [10] . However, it is still an open problem to design a group signature scheme that is secure and as efficient as the regular signature scheme such as RSA or DSA.
This paper presents a new and practical approach to group signatures. The main idea of this approach is to split the Issuer's private key into two parts. One part is given to the user, and the other one is given to the Opener. If and only if with the help of the Opener, a group member is able to generate a signature. The Corresponding public key of the Issuer is regarded as the group public key. It is obvious that such a signature is anonymous. To trace a group signature, the Opener need only store the identity of the signer when providing him signing help. Using the above constructive method, based on the famous BLS signature scheme from bilinear pairings given by Boneh et al. [14] , we put forward a new group signature scheme. Due to the simple constructive method and the sound properties of bilinear pairings, it is shown that our scheme is very simple, efficient and satisfies the security properties of correctness, anonymity, traceability and non-frameability under the formal security notion of a dynamic group signature scheme given by Bellare et al. [13] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model of a group signature scheme. Section 3 describes the new approach to group signature schemes. The new group signature scheme and its security analysis are given in Section 4. The advantages of our scheme are shown in Section 5. The last section is the conclusion of our paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let 1 G be a cyclic additive group generated by P , whose order is a prime p , and 2 G a cyclic multiplicative group of the same order. The above discussion shows that bilinear pairing can help us to obtain GDH groups. Such groups can be found on super-singular elliptic curves or hyper-elliptic curves over the finite fields, and the bilinear pairings can be derived from the Weil or Tate pairings [14, 15] .
Throughout this paper, the system parameters in our scheme are denoted as 1 2 { , , , , , } SP G G e p P H = and can be obtained by running a GDH parameters generator [14, 15] , where 1 G , 2 G , e , p and P are defined as above and
is a cryptographic hash function.
We use the formal model of a dynamic group signature scheme that includes a dynamically changing membership and a separation of a group manager into an Issuer and an Opener presented in [13] . This section recalls this model. We first describe participants and procedures in this model, then describe oracles accessible to the adversaries and finally define the formal security requirements.
III. NEW APPROACH TO GROUP SIGNATURES
The manager of a given group in our approach is separated into two parts, the Issuer and the Opener. The main idea of this approach is that the public key of the Issuer is regarded as the public verification key of the group, and the corresponding private key is split into two parts by the Issuer. One part is given to the user who wants to join the group, and the other part, along with the user's identity, is given to the Opener. As a result, the user becomes a member of the group. A group signature is generated by a collaboration of a group member and the Opener (it is in fact a (2, 2) threshold signature plus some other signatures generated by a group member and the Opener). Neither the group member nor the Opener itself is able to generate a valid group signature. To sign a message, a group member has to ask for the Opener's help. To trace a group signature, the Opener need only store the identity of the signer when providing him signing help. The signature is anonymous since it is generated by a collaboration of the signer and the Opener. This constructive method makes a group signature scheme very easy to realize the join of group members, the open of group signatures, and the immediate revocation of group membership (The group membership of a user can be immediately revoked at any time if the Opener does not provide him signing help). Furthermore, it provides a simple method for converting a general digital signature scheme (such as RSA and DSA etc.) into a group signature scheme.
IV. NEW GROUP SIGNATURE SCHEME
Using the abovementioned constructive method, based on the BLS signature scheme from bilinear pairings, a new and practical group signature scheme is proposed in this section. We describe our group signature scheme using the notation and the formal definition of group signature schemes given in [13] . The security analysis is also under this model. We refer the readers to [13] for the details.
A. Proposed Schemes
Our group signature scheme consists of two group managers (the Issuer and the Opener), and users with unique identities i N ∈ (the set of positive integers). Each user can join the group and become a group member. The scheme is specified as a tuple
Gsig GVf Open Judge of polynomial time algorithms which are defined as follows. We assume that the group size and the number of queries asked by the adversary are polynomially-bounded by the security parameter κ . GKg : Given a security parameter κ , a trusted party (such as PKI) runs the GDH parameters generator to obtain the system parameters , Join Iss : The communication among the Issuer, the Opener and the set of users is assumed to be secure. To realize the join of user i , they collaborate to do as follows.
User i sends his identity i N ∈ along with his public key i X to the Issuer. The Issuer randomly chooses
is sent to user i and ( )
is sent to the Opener. The Opener makes an entry in the registration on some message M generated by group member i , where 
B. Security Analysis
In the following we will show that our scheme satisfies the security requirements of correctness, anonymity, traceability and non-frameability. Theorem 1. Our scheme satisfies the security property of correctness.
Proof. We first show the correctness of the signature. Given a signature ( , ) 
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Therefore, a valid group signature can be accepted by the Verify algorithm.
We then show the proof provided by the Opener is correct and can be used by any judger. Theorem 2. The proposed scheme satisfies the security property of anonymity with the assumption that 1 G is a GDH group.
Proof. In the process of proving the anonymity of our group signature scheme, the adversary is provided with extremely strong attack capabilities, including the ability to fully corrupt the Issuer (The adversary is not only given the Issuer key ik , but also provided access to the ( , ) SndToI ⋅ ⋅ oracle, which enables it to play the role of Issuer in interacting with users in the Join protocol). The adversary is additionally allowed to obtain both the personal private key and the private signing key of any user via the SndToU ⋅ ⋅ oracles; and obtain the identity of the signer of any signature except the challenge one via the Open oracle.
In the following we will show that, if an adversary A can break the anonymity of our scheme, it is also able to solve an instance of CDH problem in 1 G . A runs in two stages, a choose stage and a guess stage. 
G . This is a contradiction to the fact that 1 G is a CDH group. Therefore, our group signature is indistinguishable and the proposed scheme has the security property of anonymity.
Theorem 3. The proposed scheme has the security property of traceability with the assumption that 1 G is a CDH group.
Proof. In the process of proving the traceability of our group signature scheme, the adversary A is allowed to create honest group members via ( ) AddU ⋅ oracle; obtain both the personal private key and the private signing key of any user via Open ⋅ ⋅ oracles. In our scheme, group signatures are generated by the collaboration of group members and the Opener. The identity of the signer has been stored by the Opener at the time it provided him signing help. Therefore, the traceability in our scheme means that an adversary cannot generate a valid group signature without the help of the Opener.
Note that if an adversary A can generate a BLS signature forgery σ on some message M under the group public key X , it then randomly chooses p t Z * ∈ and computes T tP
. It is apparent that
is a valid group signature on M that the Opener cannot open. Signatures under the group public key X are produced by collaborations of group members and the Opener in our scheme. They are in fact (2, 2) threshold signatures given in [16] . It is shown in [16] that, even if the group members are corrupted, the signatures are still unforgeable since the private share of the Opener is unknown to the adversary.
The above discussion tells us that our scheme has the security property of traceability if 1 G is a GDH group. Theorem 4. The proposed scheme has the security property of non-frameability with the assumption that 1 G is a GDH group.
Proof. To prove the non-frameability of our scheme, we give an adversary A very strong attack capabilities, including the ability to fully corrupt the Issuer and the Opener, which means that A is not only given the Issuer's private key, but also allowed to access to the storage list of the Opener.
A is also given the capability of adding or revoking group members. The only unknown of A is the personal private keys of the honest group members. The nonframeability in our scheme means that an adversary cannot generate valid group signatures on behalf of some honest group members.
Given a signature ( , )
Sig S σ = on message M generated by an honest group member i , where since it knows the Issuer's private key x . 3 π can also be randomly generated by A . However, 2 π is a BLS signature on M under the public key i X . It has been shown in [14] that such a signature is unforgeable if the CDH problem in 1 G is hard. Therefore, none except i can collaborate with the Opener to generate a valid group signature and the Opener can trace back to i . That is to say, our scheme has the security property of nonframeability.
V. ADVANTAGES
Compared with previous group signature schemes, our scheme has some advantages described as follows.
A. Concurrent Join and Fast Revocation
It is very easy in our scheme for a user to realize the "join" of the group and become a group member. Joining of users can be done concurrently at any time.
Note that the signature in our scheme is generated by a collaboration of a group member and the Opener. Neither the group member nor the Opener itself is able to generate a valid group signature. The group membership of a user can be immediately revoked at any time if the Opener does not provide him signing help.
It is also very easy for the Opener to open a signature. The Opener need only store the identity of the signer at the time it provides him signing help.
B. Signature Length and Computational Complexity
We compare the signature length and computational complexity of the proposed scheme to those of the previous schemes such as ACJT00 scheme [4] , NS04 scheme [9] and BBS04 scheme [10] . We assume that our scheme is implemented using an elliptic curve or hyper-elliptic curve over a finite field p Z , where p is a 170-bit prime, 1 G is a subgroup of an elliptic curve group or a Jacobian of a hyper-elliptic curve over a finite field of order p , elements in 1 G are 171-bit strings. 2 G is a subgroup of a finite field of size approximately 1020 2 . A possible choice for these parameters can be found in [14, 15] , where 1 G is derived from the curve / (3 ) . A group signature of NS04 scheme is composed of seven p Z , five 1 G and two 2 G elements and that of BBS04 scheme comprises ten p Z and six 1 G elements. In contrast, the signature in the proposed scheme is composed of six p Z and one 1 G elements, and thus its signature length is the shortest among the other previous schemes. The result is summarized in TABLE I.
We also estimate the computational cost of our scheme and that of the previous schemes by the number of scalar multiplications and element additions in 1 G , modular exponentiations in 2 G and the number of pairing operations required for GSig and GVf , since these are the most costly computations. Although we cannot present a precise estimation of the computational cost of each operation since it depends on the choice of the groups 1 G and 2 G . These computations can be done quite efficiently if we choose Tate pairing for e and adopt the computation tools described in [17] . We summarize the result in TABLE II. where "# SMul" , "# EAdd" , "# MExp" and "# pairing" are abbreviations of "the number of scalar multiplications", "the number of element additions", "the number of modular exponentiations " and "the number of pairing operations".
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach to group signature schemes. Using this method, based on the famous BLS signature scheme, we presented a simple and practical group signature scheme and analyzed its security under the strong formal security notion of a dynamic group signature scheme. The advantage of this method is that it provides an easy way to realize the "join" of group members, the "open" of group signatures, and the immediate "revocation" of group memberships.
